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Motivation
❖ Irregular fluctuations can make BTS time series 

unreliable for short-term cyclical analysis and 
forecasting.

❖ In Austria we consider introducing a new weighting 
scheme for BTS data

➢ Do weighting schemes affect the size of irregular 
component in Austrian BTS time series?

➢ How does this affect the tracking behaviour?



Structure of the presentation
1. Definitions
2. Data
3. Methodology
4. Determinants of Noise
5. Maximum Marginal Effect (MME)
6. Tracking and noise (very preliminary)
7. Summary and Outlook



What are irregular fluctuations?
❖ Our definition: irregular component as identified by ARIMA 

seasonal adjustment models (TRAMO/SEATS)

❖ We refrain from using the more common measure of  „Months of 
Cyclical Dominance“ (MCD)
➢ Too dependent on the dynamics of 

the underlying trend
➢ Improvement/deterioration over time 

might be missed
➢ Main results are not affected by 

choosing the irregular component 
over MCD 







Time series (sectors)
ECON                  Economy (TOTA+BUIL+TOTS)
   TOTA              Total industry (INTM+INVE+CONS)

INTM        Intermediate Goods
  INVE          Investment Goods (incl. C29)
      C29         Motor vehicles
   CONS       Consumer goods (CDUR+CNDU)
   CDUR       Durable consumer goods
       CNDU   Non-durable consumer goods (incl. FOBE)
          FOBE  Food and beverages
BUIL            Construction
TOTS     Total services (TRAN+TOUR+EDV+FREE+OTHE)

  TRAN        Transportation
    TOUR        Accommodation and food service
    EDV            Electronic data processing
    FREE         Professional, scientific and technical activities
    OTHE        Other Services



16 different weighting Schemes
Scheme          Employment weights                   Value added weights
                                                                                   (NACE-3-digit-level)
1                       no                                                     no
2                       yes (10 employee cut off)          no
3                       yes (20 employee cut off)            no
4                       yes (50 employee cut off)              no
5                       yes (100 employee cut off)           no
6                       yes (250 employee cut off)           no
7                       yes (500 employee cut off)           no
8                       yes (no cut off)                                 no
9                       no                                                     yes
10                    yes (10 employee cut off)              yes
11                    yes (20 employee cut off)              yes
12                     yes (50 employee cut off)              yes
13                    yes (100 employee cut off)           yes
14                   yes (250 employee cut off)           yes
15                     yes (500 employee cut off)           yes
16                    yes (no cut off)                                 yes



Analysis of noise:
Presentation builds upon presenting descriptive results
However, results were checked by quantile regressions, 
controlling for the TS model and its quality

Analysis of the relation of tracking & noise:
Regression analysis of correlation



Determinants of Noise

We analyse 3 potential sources:

● Sample size
● Weighting
● Inter wave panel identity



Effect of effective sample size on “noise”

Across all 768 time series

Noise decreases by sample 
size … especially extreme 
outliers

No further improvement 
beyond n=700



Effect of weighting scheme and effective sample size  
no weighting scheme two-stage weighting scheme (no cut-off)



Effect of the employment cut-off 



Effect of the use of structural weights



The effect of inter wave Sample identity 



The common denominator

● Low sample size increases noise
● Weighting with employment increases noise
● Structural weighting increases noise
● Low intersample identity does not increase noise

… and the higher the (implicit) weight of individual firms, 
the more noise: 
We call it the „Maximum Marginal Effect“



Frailty or the MME (Marginal Maximum 
Effect) 

Describes how much the result of a given answer category 
(down/same/up) of a BS question would change if the 
largest firm (largest individual weight) would switch the 
answer category(“trembling hand” uncertainty)

Example - for a sample of size n without weighting the MME is:
n = 4 → 1/4 → 0.25
n = 5 → 1/5 → 0.20
n = 10 → 1/10 → 0.10



The impact of frailty (MME)  



Tracking and noise (preliminary)
We next analyse whether noise/weighting affects the 
tracking behaviour of time series:

● Reference series: production index at the appropriate 
level of aggregation (denoised using HP filter with 
parameter 1)

● Correlation for time period 1m1997 - 12m2013
● Cross-sectional dataset



ECON                  Economy (TOTA+BUIL+TOTS)
   TOTA              Total industry (INTM+INVE+CONS)

INTM        Intermediate Goods
  INVE          Investment Goods (incl. C29)
      C29         Motor vehicles
   CONS       Consumer goods (CDUR+CNDU)
   CDUR       Durable consumer goods
       CNDU   Non-durable consumer goods (incl. FOBE)
          FOBE  Food and beverages
BUIL            Construction
TOTS     Total services (TRAN+TOUR+EDV+FREE+OTHE)

  TRAN        Transportation
    TOUR        Accommodation and food service
    EDV            Electronic data processing
    FREE         Professional, scientific and technical activities
    OTHE        Other Services

Time series (sectors)

The results are very preliminary because 
we do use only data for sectors in red. 

We do not exploit the time dimension!!



Regressions

We run regressions of the form:

corrijk = f(sector=i, question=j, weighting=k, Ri, Bijk)

where sector, question and weighting are dummies, Ri are 
characteristics of the reference series, and Bijk are variables 
referring to the indicator series (in this case dummies for 
weighting are excluded).  



Regression results



Regression results

account for most of the 
R-squared

irregular component of 
the reference series 
seems to matter more 
than the indicator series 
for tracking

?



Impact of Irr. Comp on Correlation
MME itself is not significant
but it affects the tracking
behaviour if the 
reference series is not 
smooth.

?



Impact of Irr. Comp on Correlation
MME itself is not significant
but it affects the tracking
behaviour if the 
reference series is not 
smooth.

?
Could be the effect
of single series: 
Expansion of the sample
required.



Summary and Outlook
❏ Sample size and weighting schemes affect the “noise” in BTS 

series.
❏ The share of firms that participated in two consecutive surveys 

does not affect the size of the irregular component
❏ Our proposed measure MME may provide information on the 

potential of the size of the irregular component in BTS data.
❏ Tracking showed that the irr. comp. of the reference series is more 

relevant than the irr. comp. of the indicator series (prelimanary) .

❏ Further research is needed: 
❏ Validating the MME as measure of (potential) noise in BS series
❏ Role of inter wave sample identity (in relation to sample size)
❏ Validating the results on tracking using the whole dataset


